Franchise
You must play the role of the General Manager of a team. You will have to take many decisions that will affect the destiny of your team. Will you be able to accomplish this challenge?

Components

Dices description
Commun dice

Game dice

Injury/contract dice

Set the game
1-Place the board game at the center of a table
2-Place the expense's cards, the coaches' corner and the media at the center of the board, as we
as the Free Agents and Trainers cards in their respective section.
3-Each player roll one commun diceo determine the order of team's selection., the highest
score choose first and the other in descending order
4- Each General Manager must place his players on the board. To do so, you must place the
players who are starters and align them according to initial offensive and defensive training. For the special units, there is no order to respect. Marked your starter from 2 to 12 in
the box suitable with the offensive, the defensive and on the special units.. A manager can
change his offensive and defensive line-up, however, it must do so at the latest after the tour
the tour of the weekly dice.

How to read a card

Example:
Step 1:
In the right upper corner, your team offensive line-up is detailed. Marked with a ball, at the
right upper corner, at the location corresponding on the board, all players starters of the offensive as in the example here below.

Step 2:
You should marked your starters from 2 to 12. To do so, please use the erasable pencil and
write the number in the white square at the top of the player's card.
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Step 4:
Repeat steps one and two for the defensive starter.
Step 3:
Place your starters from the special units at any place on the board starters. Roll one commun
dice for each of the 10 players without score on special units and enter the result by using the
erasable pencil. Then marked each of your runners from 2 to 12 as previously.

Result of the dice

Step 5:
For each of players on the units except the kicker, you must roll a common dice to assign a initial value to each of your players
Step 6:
Pick a head coach and if necessary, assign one to the teams without.
Pick 7:
Calculate the value of each of your offensive, defensive units as well as your specials units including the coaches. Do the same for the teams without manager by assigning the value on follow on the top of the team’s panel so that the order teams can see the score by including the
score of the coach.
Initial value for each team
TEAM

OFF.PASS

OFF.RUSH

DEF.PASS

DEF.RUSH

SP.TEAM*

Yellow

50

60

65

45

40

Red

65

45

50

60

40

Green

60

50

45

65

40

Blue

45

65

60

50

40

* Give this unique value to teams without manager

8-In Management Section in BANKROLL, put $ 5 million. this is the starting amount for each
General Manager. In the management section, check the box 40,000, it is the number of fan
you attract to your average first home game.

Example:

5,000,000

X

9-One player after each other will establish the score for a free agent. To do this, take three
commun dices, the total points for a pass and the game on the ground must equal 18 in total.
You roll the dice only once. For some players the score is to be awarded priority to a pass or
on the ground, for others, the score is at the discretion of the player who roll the dice. For
those players, the total of the dice or the difference of the total of the dice minus the maximum
allowed which is 18, give the score of the player. For the salary, take the score of two equal
categories or greater than 9 and added $ 100,000 to each over . The basis salary is $ 900,000.
Player to whom the score must be assigned by the pass: QB REC, DB. Player to whom the
score should be must be assigned by the ground: RB

Example:
LB
R. Carpenter

Step 1:

Step 2:

S 1,000,000

Result of 3 commun dices

4

2

18-10 = 8
Passing

4

Running

8

10

Total of dices
Step 3: the highest score X $ 100,000

ex:

10 X $100,000

9-Get the coaches: score
For each category, take a commun dice . Roll the dice and enter the result in the desired
category. For the salary, for each point obtained, multiply by $ 50,000 and you will get the
salary of the coach. Enter the salary on the coach' card in the white section.

Example
Defensive coach

Salary obtain 8X$50.000

K.Seau
$ 400,000

Result of first commun dice

Passing

6

Running

2

Result of second commun dice

10-On the back of the board, each General Manager write information of each of their teams.
In the central white section, each GM must write the name of their team.
11-The one which selected the last is the one that starts the game, and the others follow in
clockwise direction.

The game tour
Board description
Free agent: make an offer to a free agent of your choice, roll the dice's Injury to determine if
the player accepts your offer, paid the salary of the player who leaves and the free agent. If the
player refuses your offer, you must increase your offer of $ 100,000 and roll the dice again
and repeat until he agreed, you can stop the negotiations at any time.
Trading block. You must roll the dice's injury to determine if it's an offensive or defensive
player who asked to be traded. Then roll two commun dices to determine the player in question. You introduce him to your opponents which will made an offer. You are obliged to accept an offer. But your opponents must offer you at least a regular player at the same position.
Doctor: an injured player of your choice back to health thanks to the care of your healer.
Expense: Pick a card and apply it. Place the card under the battery afterwards.
Media: Pick a card and apply it. Replace the card under the stack thereafter.
Contract TV: roll two commun dices and multiply the amount by X100 000$ . Add it to your
bankroll.
Revenue sharing: If your bankroll exceeds 12 million, you must give half of the surplus to the
three other teams that add to their bankroll.
Investment: you can invest into your facility, add immediately points to the players of your
choice. You can only give two points maximum to the same player. In the management sec-

Practice offense-defense- Special team and all team: If you only have one head coach roll a
commun dice . According to the type of workout, add the points on the dice to the player of
your choice and to the training unit. A player can only earn a maximum of 2 points at a time. If
you have a coordinator, add a second commun dice . If it is a complete practice, you roll a
commun dice per coach. You can assign points for any player while giving to him a maximum
of 2 points.
Sign coach: sign a coach of your choice and add the points according to their expertise to his
total unity. Pay his salary immediately.
Coach corner: Pick a card and apply it. Place the card under the stack thereafter.

Game phase
When each player has rolled a commun dice and advancing his pawn on the board. A week is
done.
Training camp
1-The training camp is for a period of 2 weeks. Two round table must be made.
Regular Season
1- After the two weeks training camp, during week 1 of the season, players must roll a dice
and move their pawn on the board.
2-After the practice's week over, the game of the weekend must be played. If all the teams
don't t have a managing director, another manager who is not involved in the encounter,
How to play a match
Each manager must enter the information of his team on the game board.
Then, compare each of the duels. There are three duels where each team can obtain dice.
-There's Air offensive against air defensive.
-Earth offensive against ground defensive and
-The specials units against specials units.

Results of offensive duels by pass and on the ground:

Result duel special units

If the result is negative = 0 dice

If the result is equal = 1 dice for each team

If the result is 0 or positive but less than 9 points = 1 dice

Whoever wins the duel (positive balance) = win

If the result is greater than 9 points = 2 dices
If the result is greater than 19 points = 3 dices

a dice
If the result is greater than 10 points = 2 dices
If the result is greater than 19 points = 3 dices

Example:

Interpretation:
Visiting team: She won the offensive duel on ground , as the difference is between 0 and 9,
she can roll a dice at each of the quarter of the game. For specials units, there is a tie, that's
why a dice is assigned. In total, the team will roll two dice per quarter.
Hostess Team: She won the offensive duel on air , as the difference is between 0 and 9, she
can roll a dice at each of the quarter of the game. For specials units, there is a tie, that's why a
dice is assigned. In total, the team will roll two dice per quarter.
Dice for away team for each quarter: 2

Dice for home team for each quarter: 2

3-At the end of each game, you need to roll the dice injury to know whether if you have a
wounded player, if this is the case, you need to roll two commun dices for the injured
player and then one commun dice to determine the duration of the absence. Replace the
player by a substitute and put the wounded in the injury section.

Example:
Step 1: Roll the dice injury

Step 2: Roll two normal dice

Injury
Def.
NO

0

Step 3: Roll a normal dice

4

2

Interpretation : There is an injured player in defensive, it is the # 4 player and he is injured
for two weeks

4-Enter the results in the standings. It must be updated at the end of each week of activity. at
the end of the season, if there is a tie, calculate the points for and points against each of
equal teams. Subtract the points for and points against, the one with the highest ratio is classified before the other equality as a team.
. 5-If you play at home, you earn income from the match. Subsequently, change the number of
places of your stadium, if you won your game, then increased it to 5000 if not, decrease it
of 5000. You must make this change either you played at home or guest..
6-After weeks 6 and 12, each of theGM may invest in the facilities of his team, which will
improve the performance of his troops. Add immediately the points to your team to the location of your choice. Added points to the player, maximum 2 points is allowed per player.
In the management section, check the chosen installation and deduct the amount in your
bankroll.

Playoffs
7 - After 12 weeks of activity, it will not be possible to move the pieces on the board. You just
play the series games. You still need to roll the dice' injuries for the winning teams which
will play the final.
8 - Play the final to determine the champion of the league.
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